
 Bin Country 750ml 250ml 175ml

No of Origin WHITE Vintage Bottle Glass Glass

 

1 Italy CA' di PONTI GRILLO Igt 13% 2016/17 £17.95 £6.35 £4.65

Delightfully fragrant wine from the island of Sicily, dry

with ripe apricots on the palate with a creamy texture

and lightly nutty on the finish.

2 Italy GARGANEGA PINOT GRIGIO Vinazza 12% 2016/17 £19.95 £6.95 £5.15

From Venezie region in the north east, lightly aromatic,

crisp and easy to drink with soft, lightly honeyed fruit

and a fresh finish.

3 Italy FALANGHINA Rocca del Dragone 12.5% 2016 £22.95 £7.95 £5.85

Low yielding vineyards in the province of Avellino in the

region of Campania give a fragrant bouquet that leads to an

crisp, elegant palate with good fruit and minerality.

4 Italy EST! EST!! EST!!!"Le Poggere"Montefiascone 12% 2016 £23.50 £8.15 £5.95

Wine with an interesting story of how it was named, a

blend of trebbiano, malvasia and roscetto grapes gives an

aromatic wine with fresh fruit flavours and good structure.

5 New SAUVIGNON BLANC Sileni Estates 13% 2017 £23.95 £8.35 £6.05

Zealand Classically styled Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc with

exuberant aromas of elderflower and gooseberry and

a palatefull of ripe tropical fruits and crisp finish.

6 Italy GAVI "LA BATTISTINA" 13% 2016 £28.95 £9.95 £7.25

Cortese grapes from 35 year old vines on this quality 

single Estate Gavi give complexity and weight to what 

is becoming one of Italy's most fashionable wines.

7 Italy PECORINO "CIVITAS" Cantina Orsonga 13.5% 2016/17 £32.50

Produced completely naturally in the Abruzzo region,an

almost extinct grape variety which gives a clean and rich

palate with pleasing mineral complexity and long finish.

8 Italy LUGANA DOC  Ancilla Lugana 13% 2016 £39.50

From a vineyard situated in Ghidina di Sirmione on Lake

Garda. Intense bouquet of citrus fruits comes to fruition

on the harmoniously balanced palate, with notable body.

9 France CHABLIS 1er Cru Vau-Ligneau Dom.Motte 12.5% 2014/15 £44.95

The accolade selection Tastevinage endorses the quality  

of this full rich Chablis, balanced with good acidity and

a steely, linear, mineral style and citrus characters.

     If a wine is not available the nearest alternative will be offered.



 Bin Country 750ml 250ml 175ml

No of Origin RED Vintage Bottle Glass Glass

14 Italy CA' di PONTI NERO d'AVOLA 14% 2016/17 £17.95 £6.35 £4.65

Deeply coloured,  medium bodied with aromas of plum

 and cherry from indigenous grapes .The palate combines 

warm, red fruit flavours with savoury spice, from Sicily.

15 Italy PRIMITIVO IGT Salento, Conviviale 14.5% 2016 £21.95 £7.65 £5.60

From the Salento peninsular of the Puglia region, a  

warm, richly flavoured red which is generous on the

palate with good concentration and a silky feel.

16 Argentina MALBEC Avanti, Bodegas Borbore 13% 2017 £23.95

From the high altitude of San Juan this wine has an

intense nose of ripe fruit with a palate bursting with

black fruits and good structure from oak ageing.

17 Italy BENEVENTANO AGLIANICO Vesevo 13% 2015/16 £27.95

From the Campania region where the volcanic soil is

ideal for growing vines being rich in minerals, local

grapes such as aglianico give unique and complex wines.

18 Italy APPASSIMENTO Edizione Oro 14.5% 2016 £28.50 £9.85 £7.15

Super ripe Merlot and Primitivo grapes grown in  

North Veneto give a perfectly balanced full bodied

 wine with a long fruit forward finish.

19 Italy RIPASSO VALPOLICELLA Corte Giara 13.5% 2015/16 £33.95

Produced in the traditional Veronese way that gives

 a deep ruby red colour  and a well structured wine

which is vivacious with harmonious balance.

20 Italy SANT ANDREA BARBERA V.Marina Coppi 13.5% 2015 £39.50

Family Estate in Piemonte established by the grandson

of Fausto Coppi, attention to detail gives a complex

rounded and supple wine with delicious fruit character.

21 Italy CHIANTI CLASSICO Fontodi 14% 2014 £43.95

Deep coloured, fragrant fruits on the bouquet with  

earthy vineyard warmth, elegance and grip on the

palate. This wine from Tuscany has great structure.

22 Italy BAROLO SERRALUNGA L.Baudana/Varja 14.5% 2012/13 £69.95

From Nebbiolo grapes in the heart of Barolo,matured in

cask for 42 months resulting in an elegant wine with firm

tannins balanced by lush fruit making it intense and full.

     If a wine is not available the nearest alternative will be offered.



 Bin Country 750ml 250ml 175ml

No of Origin ROSE Vintage Bottle Glass Glass

27 Italy NERO d'AVOLA ROSATO Il Paradosso 12% 2016/17 £17.95 £6.35 £4.65

This alluring Sicilian rose has a fruit scented bouquet  

which leads to an easy drinking well balanced palate

that is soft and crisp being rounded by fresh acidity.

28 America WHITE ZINFANDEL ROSE Burlesque 10% 2016/17 £18.95 £6.65 £4.95

Bouquet of strawberry ice cream introduces, a medium,

fruit packed wine from selected old vineyards in the Lodi 

region of California.  

29 France COTES DE PROVENCE Chateau Gairoird 12.5% 2016/17 £28.95

Delightful blend of Cinsault, Grenache and Rolle grapes

grown organically just outside the village of Cuers, lovely

elegant, aromatic wine with ripe, fleshy-textured palate.

SPARKLING ROSE

 

30 Italy PINOT NERO FRIZZANTE Sacchetto 11% £24.95

The lovely colour is from natural maceration of the Pinot

Nero grapes grown in the Veneto region. Semi Sparkling,

lively wine full of berry fruits with refreshing finish.

125ml

SPARKLING WHITE Glass

 

31 Italy PROSECCO FRIZZANTE String Tie Cork 10.5% £23.95 £4.65

From Glera grapes grown on the Treviso hills of northern

Italy. Delicate and aromatic, easy drinking, semi sparkling.

32 Italy PROSECCO SPUMANTE Bertiol 11.5% £29.95

From Valdobbiadene in the heart of Prosecco, this is the

 complete package, a light fruity bouquet followed by a

long, rich and creamy soft sparkling palate.

33 Italy BELLAVISTA FRANCIACORTA BRUT 12.5% 2011 £64.95

This Estate makes Italy's finest sparkling wine in the

traditional method. Rigorous selection gives a nose   

with finesse and an elegant, dry palate with complexity.

375ml

CHAMPAGNE Halves

34 France BOLLINGER Special Cuvee 12%  £69.95 £36.50

Grande Marque Champagne with a  golden colour and a

beautiful mousse. An aromatic and complex bouquet leads

to a subtle palate combining structure,length and vivacity.

     If a wine is not available the nearest alternative will be offered.



                                                 All Prices include VAT





 



 


